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Thank you to BNL

I cannot imagine a better host institution for this first USFCC workshop.  
The professionalism, meticulous planning, and warm welcome I am 
sure was felt by all.

My special thanks to Marc-Andre and the program committee.



Colliders
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We know when the HL-LHC end date is.  It is only 20 years in the future.  
It is essential for our field that we start a new machine very soon after 
its end.  To my mind (and I hope to yours), that machine is FCC-ee.

It is to the H, W, and Z what KEKB, PEP-II, and superKEKB are to the b 
(and for the b itself, continues their impactful program). 

It allows an exciting, perhaps revolutionary, physics program based on 
current accelerator technology  in the 2040s while the accelerator 
technology for a new energy frontier via a muon collider and FCC-hh are 
being developed.



You’ve heard about this exciting accelerator

And seen that it is ripe for key impact by the US





You’ve heard about the exciting physics
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You’ve heard about the exciting detectors
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And seen that it is ripe for key impact by the US



Time is short

An aggressive but feasible 
timeline.  But for this to happen, 
we need to push!

● 2028 formulation of 
collaborations.  That’s five 
years from now!!

● 2031 detector CDR’s (4!) 
that’s eight years from now

● 2041 installation (18 years)
● CD0 in 2028???
● CD1 at time of CDR?



What are the next steps forward?
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● sign up on  US-FCC and FCC  mailing lists
● Become an official FCC institution by signing an MOU (okay, I haven’t done that yet)
● Get familiar with the existing documentation and structures
● Start to participate in some aspect as your current commitments allow.  Even one 

meeting a month is enough to prepare for a bigger impact later.  
● Try to send somebody from your group either to the winter “PED” meeting or to the 

June “FCC” meeting (which has strong accelerator-community attendance) or our new 
annual USFCC meeting..  

● Think bold.  Bored of what you are doing?  Now is the opportunity to make a change.  
Why not think about drift chambers?  cherenkov counters?  doing flavour physics?  doing 
precision measurements of the W, top, or Z mass?  It can be fun to explore these things 
with undergrads.  There are a few years here where you can get up to speed to make a 
course change

● Form a community to help ourselves make an impact despite our limited resources

● and above all, get ready for a lot of fun!!



sign up usfcc and FCC



MOU

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/FCC/FCC
MoU/FCC-2109140000-CERN_FCCMoUT
emplate_V0200.pdf



existing documentation
perhaps a nice place to start?

Some other literature
• Snowmass white paper 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06520
• FCCee CDR 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/e
pjst/e2019-900045-4

• Detector Challenges at FCC-ee 
https://fcc-ee-conference.web.cern.ch/data
base/conference/960/presentation/1036/

• Particle identification at FCC-ee 
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/e
pjp/s13360-021-01810-4

• FCC-ee: Your Questions Answered 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.02693

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06520
https://fcc-ee-conference.web.cern.ch/database/conference/960/presentation/1036/
https://fcc-ee-conference.web.cern.ch/database/conference/960/presentation/1036/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjp/s13360-021-01810-4
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1140/epjp/s13360-021-01810-4


existing structures
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We hope to announce more US 
names soon



attend an FCC general meeting

And next year’s annual USFCC meeting



meetings



think bold

For CMS, I do radiation damage in plastic scintillators.  There is no 
need for that at FCCee.  So working with colleagues at a variety of 
institutions, I’ve pivoted to dual readout calorimetry.

You have a year or so before work gets serious.  Think about trying 
something new.  That’s why we got into physics, right?



work collaboratively
We are all very busy.  We are operating our detectors for the current run, analyzing last and this run’s data, and 
building for HL-LHC.  Who has time to do even a little for FCC-ee?  

We have been here before.  We know the solution.  We can do it if we work together.

USCMS meeting Princeton 2004

Similar process occurred in ATLAS



US FCC
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Work with us to advocate for what we need to succeed



Thank you

•My sincere thanks to everybody for taking the time to come to this 
workshop

• I know how stretched we all are, time-wize, financially, etc

• I see this meeting as a key investment in our future, something that 
will be celebrated 20 years in the future, at FCC-ee turn-on, as the 
beginning of strong US participation in a new machine.

•But more than that, you are going to be glad you came here, because 
this is the start of a whole lot of fun!
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